PREPARATION FOR SONSHIP 03 WISDOM
How can we be prepared for sonship?
What types of preparation do we need?
Who provides that preparation?
Where does that preparation take place?
Gal 4:1 Now I say, as long as the heir is a child, he does not differ at all from a slave although he is
owner of everything, 2 but he is under tutors and trustees (governors) until the date set by the
father
Heirs require overseeing, tutoring, training and equipping in sonship
Intimacy with the Father is the best preparation for sonship as you can’t be a son without a father
Our Father reveals our true identity in face to face encounters but He has also assigned others to
help us with our position and functions as sons
We engaged with 7 spirits last time
Some of our tutors are strongly connected to Wisdom
Wisdom’s Handmaidens
Those within Wisdom’s Pillars
There are some angelic beings that are associated with Wisdom e.g. Prudence and Knowledge
Jesus introduced me to the 7 Spirits
The Father introduced me to Wisdom, more so after my soul and spirit were separated and
reintegrated and I began to live in dual realms
I had greater access and began to be given greater responsibility that needed more training
I was invested with authority as a king and given access to the Kingdom of Heaven realm
This gave me access to the Chancellors’ Court and the Court of Scribes, Wisdom’s Heights and other
courts and assemblies
The Father introduced me to Wisdom for her to train me governmentally
Engaging the firestones; initially revealed identity then government
Wisdom gave me a Chancellor’s seal and staff during one encounter
The Chancellor’s seal and staff represented my role as a Chancellor within the Chancellors’ Court
That also gave me access through the fiery door to Satan’s Trophy room
Wisdom and Prudence enabled me to access the circle of the deep and the High Chancellors’ Houses
Wisdom showed me the geography of her heights
The doors, gate into Zion, pillars, ancient paths, the way
Wisdom introduced me to others there on her heights e.g. Prudence who also helped me
governmentally
One of the roles of kingship is receiving and making legislation
Wisdom first showed me the protocol for receiving or making a law in the Court of Kings, getting it
ratified in the Court of Chancellors and written in the statutes in the Court of Scribes
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When I was given a mandate for legislating by the Father I asked Wisdom for help. She took me to
the Court of the Councils of the Fathers
They gave me specific mandates for the laws I was authorised to create
Wisdom showed me the 12 High Chancellors’ Houses and introduced me to the High Chancellors
I got to know Wisdom personally heart to heart and by looking deep into her eyes.
She unveiled some deeper truths about God’s character and nature which created in me the desire
for deeper intimacy with God
Wisdom always represents the Father’s heart and points us to towards Him
We find Wisdom in Proverbs. It was written by Solomon, who was given access to Wisdom and
wrote so much from an interactive personal perspective
Sometimes Solomon was writing about the characteristics of wisdom and sometimes about the
person of Wisdom
1 Kings 4:29 Now God gave Solomon wisdom and very great discernment and breadth of mind, like
the sand that is on the seashore. 34 Men came from all peoples to hear the wisdom of Solomon,
from all the kings of the earth who had heard of his wisdom.
Solomon had what we would call today ‘expanded levels of consciousness’ to see beyond natural
wisdom and access heavenly wisdom
Solomon’s wisdom was supernaturally imparted, not just drawn from life experiences
I believe Solomon had a relationship with Wisdom and she imparted to him heart to heart
2 Kings 4:30 Solomon’s wisdom surpassed the wisdom of all the sons of the east and all the wisdom
of Egypt.
1 Chron 1:12 wisdom and knowledge have been granted to you. And I will give you riches and wealth
and honour
Prov 3:16 Long life is in her right hand; in her left hand are riches and honour.
Prov 8:1 Does not wisdom call, and understanding lift up her voice? 4 “To you, O men, I call, and my
voice is to the sons of men.
Wisdom has a voice, she releases a sound frequency that is calling to our spirits to connect as sons
When we connect we begin to become familiar with her voice
Prov 8:6 “Listen, for I will speak noble things; and the opening of my lips will reveal right things. 7 For
my mouth will utter truth…”
When Wisdom speaks and engages with us there is an air and a stature of nobility about her
Her revelation is righteous and truthful
Prov 8:8 “All the utterances of my mouth are in righteousness... 9 They are all straightforward to him
who understands, and right to those who find knowledge.”
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Wisdom seeks to show us the way forward so we have the knowledge and understanding of how to
rule
Prov 8:12 “I, wisdom, dwell with prudence, and I find knowledge and discretion… 14 Counsel is mine
and sound wisdom; I am understanding, power is mine.
Wisdom cooperates with the 7 spirits and other angelic beings like Prudence
We see Benches of 3 and 7 operating
Prov 8:15 “By me kings reign, and rulers decree justice. 16 By me princes rule, and nobles, all who
judge rightly.”
Kings who reign
Rulers who decree justice
Princes who rule
Nobles who judge rightly
Prov 8:20 “I walk in the way of righteousness, in the midst of the paths of justice…”
The foundations of God’s throne and therefore His kingdom are righteousness and justice – Ps 89:14
Wisdom is responsible for training us in kingdom government
Prov 8:22 “The Lord possessed me at the beginning of His way, before His works of old. 23 From
antiquity I was established, from the beginning, from the earliest times of the earth. 24 When there
were no depths I was brought forth, when there were no springs abounding with water.”
Prov 8:25 “Before the mountains were settled, before the hills I was brought forth; 27 When He
established the heavens, I was there, when He inscribed a circle on the face of the deep”
Wisdom has been involved from the beginning of creational realities
Wisdom has experience and insight that others perhaps do not have
Wisdom therefore has deep pools of revelatory truth to impart to the sons of God
Wisdom participated in the establishing the circle of the deep and the High Chancellors’ Houses
There were many things going on before the created universe as we know it was formed
The sacrifice of Jesus on the foundation stone of creation: who did that? Because the Father did not
sacrifice His son…
Wisdom was created before the rest of creation and perhaps others were there also e.g.
Melchizedek
Prov 8:28 When He made firm the skies above, When the springs of the deep became fixed, 29
When He set for the sea its boundary so that the water would not transgress His command, when
He marked out the foundations of the earth;
Wisdom has a strong creation focus
Prov 8:30 Then I was beside Him, as a master workman; and I was daily His delight, rejoicing always
before Him, 31 rejoicing in the world, His earth, and having my delight in the sons of men.
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The traditional perspective has been that Wisdom is Jesus and He was the one referred to as
observing creation. That does not make sense… Jesus was involved, not as an observer but as the
creator:
Col 1:16 For by Him all things were created, both in the heavens and on earth, visible and invisible,
whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities—all things have been created through Him
and for Him.
The word wisdom can refer to an inanimate concept but also a person
The definition of wisdom, a noun, is the quality of having experience, knowledge, and good
judgment; the quality of being wise.
This is all true of the person who through relationship with the sons of God endues us with such
characteristics
Prov 8:31 Rejoicing in the world, His earth, and having my delight in the sons of men. 32 “Now
therefore, O sons, listen to me, for blessed are they who keep my ways. 33 Heed instruction and be
wise, and do not neglect it.”
Prov 8:34 “Blessed is the man who listens to me, watching daily at my gates, waiting at my
doorposts. 35 For he who finds me finds life and obtains favour from the Lord.”
Wisdom delights in the sons of God
Wisdom is continually trying to speak to the sons of God
Prov 8:32 “For blessed are they who keep my ways.”
Ways: a method, plan, or means for attaining a goal
Embracing her ways will bring us blessing, which is the empowerment for us to prosper and succeed
Wisdom can give us instruction into those ways
Wisdom is offering us daily interaction so we can hear and see by engaging at the points of entrance
Gates and doorposts are ways in and out and Wisdom opens up those doors of opportunity to us.
Wisdom desires that we know that we are blessed and favoured
James 1:5 But if any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of God, who gives to all generously and without
reproach, and it will be given to him.
James 3:15 This wisdom is not that which comes down from above, but is earthly, natural, demonic
Four kinds of wisdom are mentioned: only one source is reliable
James 3:16 For where jealousy and selfish ambition exist, there is disorder and every evil thing.
17 But the wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, reasonable, full of mercy and
good fruits, unwavering, without hypocrisy.
Wisdom is calling to us with a heavenly sound; respond to the call and proactively seek her
I would encourage everyone to seek for heavenly wisdom from above and pursue a heart to heart
relationship with Wisdom herself
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Prov 1:20 Wisdom shouts in the street, she lifts her voice in the square; 21 at the head of the noisy
streets she cries out; at the entrance of the gates in the city she utters her sayings
Wisdom is involved in our daily lives and at critical points of decision
There are rewards both from having and using wisdom and from engaging with Wisdom.
Prov 3:2 For length of days and years of life and peace they will add to you. 4 So you will find favour
and good repute in the sight of God and man.
Prov 3:5 Trust in the Lord with all your heart and do not lean on your own understanding. 6 in all
your ways acknowledge Him, and He will make your paths straight. 7 Do not be wise in your own
eyes; fear the Lord and turn away from evil. 8 It will be healing to your body and refreshment to your
bones.
Prov 3:13 How blessed is the man who finds wisdom and the man who gains understanding. 14 For
her profit is better than the profit of silver and her gain better than fine gold. 15 She is more
precious than jewels; and nothing you desire compares with her.
Prov 3:16 Long life is in her right hand; in her left hand are riches and honour. 17 Her ways are
pleasant ways and all her paths are peace. 18 She is a tree of life to those who take hold of her, and
happy are all who hold her fast.
When we are looking for provision Wisdom has insight and knowledge to help us
When we are looking to engage communion for life and transformation Wisdom can help us
Prov 9:1 Wisdom has built her house, She has hewn out her seven pillars; 2 She has prepared her
food, she has mixed her wine; she has also set her table; 3 she has sent out her maidens, she calls
from the tops of the heights of the city:
Prov 9:4 “Whoever is naïve, let him turn in here!” To him who lacks understanding she says, 5
“Come, eat of my food and drink of the wine I have mixed. 6 Forsake your folly and live, and proceed
in the way of understanding.”
Wisdom’s heights is where she dwells or abides; it is not a physical house but it is representing a
place of fellowship to eat together: not physical food or literal wine but truth, knowledge,
understanding, counsel
The table set before me in the midst of life
Wisdom’s pillars are places to engage for tutoring in the development of mandates, blueprints and
court cases
There are many others there involved in that process
Wisdom is seeking to help the sons of God to forsake their own understanding developed on the DIY
path which is naïve compared to an eternal perspective
We can eat the figurative spiritual food and drink the spiritual mixed wine of revelation truth
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This truth comes through engaging in heart to heart fellowship with Wisdom herself, her
handmaidens, the 7 spirits, Prudence etc.
Proverbs 9:3 She has sent out her maidens, she calls from the tops of the heights of the city
Wisdom is calling to sons to engage and Wisdom has sent out handmaidens to connect with us and
help us
Wisdom’s Handmaidens are a Bench of 7 responsible for our maturity as sons
Glory, Holiness, Truth, Excellence, Faith, Life and Promise
These are living beings but they also embody principles, carry truth, and are living words to us
Wisdom’s handmaidens are those who help her in specific areas and we can engage them:
Glory: this is to help the sons of God know their identity and be a reflection of God’s essence,
character and nature as sons
Creation will be set free into our glory
Holiness: helping us to know our redeemed innocence in restored face to face relationship with our
Father
To know our position within the kingdom as sons of God made righteous
Helping us to know how loved we are, so that we don’t live from lost identity
Truth: helping us to know the truth of our identity as sons of God and the truth of our positions of
authority within the kingdom
Helping us know the true reality of sonship so we don’t live from a false religious reality of veiled
deception
Excellence: helping us to know the fullness of what it means to be blessed as sons
That means to be empowered to succeed and prosper to the highest level of the excellence of being,
not doing
Excellence is not about how good our works are but about flowing from our being and from love
Faith: helping us to not live from our own self-generated faith and beliefs but living by the faith of
Jesus, the Son of God
Living from that which Jesus believes about us as sons and coheirs
Living from the vast sum of God’s thoughts about us
Life: helping us to live in the abundance of life promised to us by Jesus
Free from the restrictions and limitations placed on us by nature, nurture or trauma that the enemy
uses to rob, kill or destroy us and block our destiny
Promise: helping us experience all the promises of God that are fulfilled in Jesus and all the covenant
promises of God that are fulfilled in the new covenant that Jesus is the mediator of
Helping us live in the name of God, in His power of attorney. These are the earthly and immanent
names manifested in this realm:
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Jehovah our Righteousness, our Sanctifier, our Healer, our Provider, our Banner, our Shepherd, our
Peace, who is There,
These are the heavenly and transcendent names that we can engage with in that realm
EL, ELOAH, EL SHADDAI
EL ELYON, EL ROI
EL-OLAM, EL-GIBHOR
YHWH
Wisdom dwells with Prudence and Knowledge and they act as a Bench of 3
Prudence sought me out and engaged with me because the Father sent her on assignment to help
me navigate the heavenly realms. This happened on a Sunday morning, and someone painted this
image of what they saw in the spirit:

“These 7 gifts will enable you to navigate the dimensions that are to be opened.”
Sextant, Compass, Log books, Maps, Instruments for wind (sound) and Waves (light) and the
trumpet to herald the call.
Son, I am calling you to a new level of governmental authority. It is time to come near to Me and the
heights of Wisdom will be opened
l have given you the strategic instruments to plot the course ahead
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Prudence will partner with you to create the protocols that will open the doors and release my
people into their positions of true heavenly authority.
Engaging Prudence and her gifts opened the revelation of the 12 Chancellors’ houses.
If you pursue Wisdom faithfully and diligently her rewards will be great.
Access to the ancient paths, ancient doors and to the ancient knowledge will be released.
Portals will be opened and travel in time and space will have an important part to play in fulfilling
your destiny
Wisdom will be needed ahead of time in where to and how to establish Ekklesia and Embassies
I went to the place on the heights where the paths meet to access the timeline
Wisdom was standing where the paths meet; she was holding up the scales of justice
She said
“There is a time of being weighed that is coming.
You must be judged, then learn to judge and exercise judicial authority using the scales of justice.
A time of fiery judgement and testing where you must not compromise will bring the presence of
the Lord and will release blessing and prosperity”
Prov 4:5 “Acquire wisdom! Acquire understanding! Do not forget nor turn away from the words of
my mouth. 6 Do not forsake her, and she will guard you; Love her, and she will watch over you.”
Relationship with Wisdom is so important to develop without agenda
Prov 4:7 “The beginning of wisdom is: Acquire wisdom; And with all your acquiring, get
understanding. 8 Prize her, and she will exalt you; She will honour you if you embrace her. 9 She will
place on your head a garland of grace; She will present you with a crown of beauty.”
I encourage you to pursue a relationship with Wisdom
Ask Jesus or the Father to introduce Wisdom to you.
Engage her handmaidens and pillars
Engage with the other beings there e.g. Prudence and knowledge
Go to Wisdom’s heights regularly
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